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LTI Systems



Solutions to diagonalizable LTI systems



Solutions to diagonalizable LTI systems

Under special 
conditions

Independent equations 
for each mode



Solutions to diagonalizable LTI systems
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diagonalizable
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Solutions to diagonalizable LTI systems

Matrix is 
diagonalizable

All the eigenvectors are 
linearly independent

This is true for symmetric-real matrices, 
but is not always the case.

What do you do when an LTE system’s 
dynamics matrix A is not diagonalizable?



Solutions to general LTI systems

The “matrix exponential” to the rescue!



Solutions to general LTI systems

The “matrix exponential” to the rescue!



The matrix exponential



The matrix exponential

…an infinite series.



The matrix exponential



The matrix exponential

pretty cool…
and useful.



The matrix exponential

also pretty cool,
and sometimes 
useful.



Solving the matrix exponential
So how do we get             “ ???



Solving the matrix exponential
So how do we get             “ ???

Easiest. Doesn’t always apply

Easiest. Need a good guess



Solving the matrix exponential
So how do we get             “ ???

Requires symbolic matrix inversion, 
difficult for matrices n > 2



Solving the matrix exponential
So how do we get             “ ???

Useful when A is diagonalizable



Solving the matrix exponential
So how do we get             “ ???

Useful, requires solving a 
system of linear equations to 
get the coefficients 



Cayley-Hamilton



Cayley-Hamilton

Derived as a scalar equation 

Matrix equation for A 

Does not tell us what the a 
coefficients are (we have 
to solve for those)



Continuous LTI System with inputs



Discrete LTI System with inputs



Discretization of LTI systems with inputs

(T is the sampling time)



Discrete LTI System with inputs

Solution:



Stability 



Stability 



Stability of continuous LTI systems
Transfer function representation



Stability of continuous LTI systems
State space representation



Stability of continuous LTI systems
State space representation



Stability of discrete LTI systems
State space representation



Nonlinear system stability

Use Lyapunov:



Nonlinear system stability verification




